I develop a simple dynamic oligopoly model for empirical work. A unique feature of the model is that any Markov-perfect equilibrium that survives some intuitive refinements can be quickly computed from low-dimensional contraction mappings in seconds. After computation, it is easy to check the uniqueness of the refined equilibrium. These results facilitate fast estimation using a full-solution approach and produce reliable counterfactual analysis. Model estimation at its minimum only requires panel data on firm presence, yet it quantifies important market primitives such as toughness of competition and entry costs. I provide a step-by-step illustration of the estimation approach by applying it to the Dutch retail grocery industry, in which chain stores slowly replace local stores. A counterfactual simulation computing equilibrium under a large number of different primitive values shows that relaxing restrictions on chain store entry will not only quicken the destruction of local stores, but also hurt chain stores' profits.
Since the seminal work of Ericson and Pakes (1995) , models of Markov-perfect industry dynamics have received increasing attention from economists and marketing researchers. Recently developed two-step estimation methods (e.g., Aguirregabiria and Mira 2007 , Bajari, Benkard and Levin 2007 , and Pakes, Ostrovsky and Berry 2007 significantly reduce the difficulty of estimating these models by sidestepping equilibrium calculation, and hence have spurred the rise in successful empirical applications (e.g., Yao and Mela 2011 , Ellickson, Misra and Nair 2012 , Ryan 2012 . Nonetheless, two hurdles remain before the model can be disseminated to a broader audience, including industry practitioners. First, structural parameters are rarely of interest per se to marketing researchers, but rather serve as intermediate inputs to counterfactual analysis; as such, equilibrium calculation is often inevitable, even if it can be circumvented in estimation. The lack of a quick and reliable computation algorithm renders the task difficult. Compared with single-agent models, Markovperfect dynamic games require, in many cases, that one firm's equilibrium payoff and other firms' strategies be interdependent. Existing equilibrium computation algorithms (e.g., McGuire 1994 and McGuire 2001) typically address this simultaneity by iterating between updating payoffs and updating strategy, which is time-consuming and does not guarantee convergence to the correct result. Second, little is known about the number of Markov-perfect equilibria in these models (Besanko, Doraszelski, Kryukov and Satterthwaite 2010) , which renders the computation of all equilibria nearly impossible. As a consequence, the results of counterfactual simulations are questionable, since researchers may fail to predict outcomes generated by alternative equilibria.
While complex models are more broadly appealing to empirical demand, they often lead to weaker theoretical results. In a series of papers (Abbring, Campbell, Tilly and Yang 2017 , 2018 , Abbring, Campbell and Yang 2015 , the authors take an alternative route in developing simpler Markovperfect dynamic models with improved theoretical understanding and practical calculation of the equilibrium set. This class of models (ACTY models hereafter) restricts attention to characterizing oligopoly firms' forward-looking entry and exit decisions in markets with uncertainties. Their unique feature is that an intuitively refined symmetric Markov-perfect equilibrium (MPE) always exists, possibly in a mixed strategy, and all such equilibria can be computed by an algorithm that guarantees quick convergence.
In this paper, I present an econometric extension to the ACTY models, and in particular the one developed by Abbring, Campbell and Yang (2015) . Unlike Abbring, Campbell, Tilly and Yang (2017, 2018) , the model allows firms to have persistent heterogeneity in profitability type. I intend to achieve two objectives. First, by providing a detailed description of the equilibrium computation algorithm, the paper serves as a practitioner's guide for solving the proposed model and ACTY models (Section 3). Even without data, these models may be used as building blocks in the analytical modeling of market dynamics. Second, and more importantly, I develop a nested-fixed-point (NFXP) procedure for the proposed model's estimation. In an empirical example of retail grocery competition in the Netherlands, I demonstrate step by step the estimation procedure using panel data on store presence and demand in local markets (Section 4). The estimation takes only hours on an off-the-shelf personal computer, and it quantifies the determinants of grocery stores' entry and exit decisions and reveals how entry influences incumbent stores' profitability and survival. Estimation results contribute to our understanding of the retail grocery industry's evolution: While chain stores have a significant profitability advantage over local store rivals, a high entry cost delays the former's replacement of the latter. The counterfactual analysis is made easy and reliable by the algorithm: I examine the change in industry landscapes under a wide range of entry barriers, at low computational cost, while watching for the possibility of equilibrium multiplicity.
Similar to Ericson and Pakes (1995) , the model developed in this paper features market uncertainties, fixed costs of operation, sunk costs of entry, and firms that are heterogeneous in profitability.
As in Ericson and Pakes's model, firms sequentially decide to enter in each period, 1 followed by simultaneous decisions on exit. Unlike Ericson and Pakes's model, however, the proposed model leaves out firms' investment decisions and assumes that their profitability types have two levels and they remain unchanged over time. This assumption is the key to simplifying equilibrium computation and estimation. It also allows the model to encompass persistent and unobserved profitability types in estimation. Under this restriction, researchers can adopt the model to analyze markets in which dynamics can be well characterized by entries and exits and not by R&D. The retail grocery industry in the illustrative example and many other service industries are among the candidates.
Following Abbring, Campbell and Yang (2015) , the proposed equilibrium computation algorithm breaks the interdependence between equilibrium payoff and strategy by using one key insight on mixed-strategy symmetric MPE: In states in which multiple firms with equal profitability type mix between continuation and exit, the expected payoff from continuation always equals the exogenous outside option of exit. This allows calculation of firms' equilibrium payoff in these states without knowing competitors' strategy. Using payoff in these states as a starting point, a sequence of contraction-mapping-based calculations traverses through all states, uses results obtained from past steps as input for future steps, and computes the equilibria quickly.
Taking advantage of the quick computation, I propose a full-solution estimation approach-the NFXP procedure-that requires repeatedly solving MPE for each trial value of model parameters.
In contrast, the aforementioned two-step estimation methods recover primitive parameters without computing the equilibrium. This distinction warrants discussion. First, the two-step methods rely on an accurate "first-stage" reduced-form estimation of policy functions at every state of the game.
This exercise requires that data densely cover the state space and offer a large amount of variation.
In empirical applications in which entry and exit are rare events, such requirements may turn out to be too demanding. In these cases, the full-solution approach is the more appropriate empirical tool.
Second, without nontrivial extensions, the two-step methods cannot handle persistent unobserved heterogeneity, because policy functions estimated in the first stage cannot depend on a hidden persistent state. 2 On the other hand, this paper shows that incorporating persistent unobserved heterogeneity is straightforward in the full-solution approach. Third, by using a full-information maximum likelihood estimation, the NFXP procedure proposed here achieves statistical efficiency.
Last, while the two-step methods allow researchers to estimate flexible models while being agnostic about equilibrium solutions, the full-solution approach's assurance that MPE can be computed multiple times with ease expands the scope of counterfactual analysis.
Consider a longitudinal dataset of firms' presence in a cross-section of markets over a number of periods. The proposed model characterizes the evolution of firms' presence by explaining entries and exits as outcomes of a dynamic game. The model's setup is rooted in Abbring, Campbell and Yang (2015) . Because their model's predicted market outcome is sometimes deterministically related to the observed market conditions for any given set of parameter values, it cannot be directly applied to analysis of real market data. Following Rust (1987) , I introduce various sources of unobserved transitory shocks into firms' decision problems to rationalize the real data.
In the remainder of the paper, I use a capital letter to denote a random variable or vector; the corresponding lower-case letter is reserved for its realization. The expectation taken over the random variable X is denoted with E X . The conditional density function for Y is written as f (y|X = x) when random variable X takes the value x.
Primitives
The model is a complete information game with an infinite horizon in discrete time t ∈ {1, 2, . . .}.
In a local market, firms of either high H or low L profitability types make forward-looking entry and exit decisions that change the market over time. A countable number of firms of each type potentially serve a local market. A firm is born inactive. It then becomes active by entering the market and inactive again and forever upon exiting. A 2 × 1 vector N t , the variable for market structure, records the number of active type-H (L) firms in its first (second) element. I use ι k , a 2 × 1 vector with its first (second) element being one and the other element being zero, to denote a monopoly market structure with one type-H (L) firm. Thus, for instance, 2ι H (2ι L ) indicates a duopoly market with two type-H (L) firms, and ι H + ι L indicates a duopoly market with one type each. Figure 1 illustrates the sequencing of firms' actions within period t. It starts with the market structure (N t ), a persistent shock C t , and a transitory shock W M,t . These values are inherited from period t−1. The persistent shock is stochastic and has support C. The transitory shock is at market level and has the full support R. This model does not require firm-specific shocks (e.g., the one used Start with
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Figure 1: Sequence of Events and Actions within a Period by Doraszelski and Satterthwaite 2010) to ensure that no observed entry or exit in the data can result in a zero-likelihood contribution. All active firms begin the period by serving the market.
The profits from this stage are π k (N t , C t , W M,t ) for a type-k firm. I make the following regularity assumptions on the expectation of π.
Assumption 1 (Per-period Profit). For any k ∈ {L, H}, c ∈ C, w M ∈ R, and market structure n, which includes at least one type-k firm, 1. the expected profit is bounded from above: There exists aπ ∈ R such that
2. facing a type-L rival yields a weakly higher expected profit than facing a type-H rival:
3. only a finite number of firms can earn positive expected profit in a market: There exists aň
firms in n is larger thanň; and 4. a type-H firm earns a higher expected profit than a type-L rival does in the same market:
for any n that includes at least one type-H and one type-L firm.
After market service, a fixedn number of firms that have never attempted to enter the market sequentially make an entry decision. In period t, all potential entrants have names (t, f ) with f ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. They are identical before actual entry, except that having their names dictates that they make entry decisions in the ascending order of f , the second component in their names. Right after the (t, f − 1) firm's entry decision and right before the (t, f )'s, nature draws W Ef,t , a shock on entry cost that is specific to the (t, f )-named entrant and has an infinite support. If this (t, f )-named entrant firm decides to enter, it pays a sunk entry cost of ϕ Ef (W Ef,t ) ≥ 0. If it decides not to enter, it will not get another entry opportunity and will remain inactive forever with an outside option normalized to zero. After entry, it receives a profitability type k drawn from a Bernoulli distribution specific to the f -ranked entrant, with the probability of being type H equaling ω H,f . Item 3 in Assumption 1 and the nonnegative sunk costs of entry imply that an upper bound for the number of simultaneously active firms following an initially empty market isň.
The entry phase is modeled delicately and requires more discussion of assumptions. As stated in the introduction, the choice of sequential entry is motivated by the original framework of Ericson and Pakes (1995) . Abbring, Campbell, Tilly and Yang (2018) show that alternative specifications of simultaneous entry complicate the equilibrium analysis and often lead to equilibrium multiplicity.
On the other hand, other assumptions in the above setup are disposable: The entrant knows the entry cost before its entry decision, but not the profitability type, which reflects greater uncertainty about profitability than about cost. To better suit empirical realism, one may wish to alter the assumptions based on (1) whether cost information arrives before the profitability type's realization or after; and (2) whether the realization of cost and/or profitability type is available before entry.
These alterations maintain the sequential nature of the entry phase and only require algebraic modifications on equilibrium analysis and estimation.
After the entry phase, the transitory shock for period t + 1, W M,t+1 is revealed to all active firms.
Then all of them-including those that just entered the market-decide simultaneously between survival and exit. Exit is irreversible, but otherwise costless. It allows firms to avoid future periods' negative profits, but leads to the zero-valued outside option. All firms' entry and exit decisions maximize their expected discounted profits. They all discount the future with a common factor β < 1. In the period's final stage, C t evolves exogenously following a first-order Markov process.
This concludes the updating of all the exogenous random components in this market. With the updated values of N t+1 , C t+1 and W M,t+1 , the market moves on to the next period.
Throughout the paper and fitting my empirical exercise, I refer to C t as "demand," W M,t as profit shock, and W Ef,t as entry cost shocks. In another empirical application, C t can capture any observed, persistent, and exogenous uncertainties that affect firms' decisions, while W M,t and W Ef,t can be any unobserved (to an econometrician), transitory, and exogenous uncertainties that affect profits and entry, respectively. I follow Rust (1987) and assume that the unobserved shocks W M,t and W Ef,t are conditionally independent in the following manner.
Assumption 2 (Markov and Conditional Independence). For any t ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, random variables
. . , W En,t } follows a first-order Markov process. The transition density of the process factors as
in which g C is the conditional density for the Markov variable C t , g W M is the density for the profit shock W M,t , and g W Ef are the densities of the shocks on entry costs.
Markov-perfect Equilibrium
I focus on the Markov-perfect equilibria of the model. This is a subgame-perfect equilibrium in strategies that are only contingent on payoff-relevant variables. For potential entrant (t, f ), the payoff-relevant variables are C t , W Ef,t , and the market structure M Ef,t just before the firm's possible entry. Next, denote the market structure after the period's entry phase with M E,t . For an active type-k firm contemplating survival, the payoff-relevant variables are the pre-exit market structure, demand C t , profit shock W M,t+1 , and type k. A Markov strategy is a set of functions To characterize equilibria, it is useful to define two payoff functions, each corresponding to a particular node of the game tree within each period. The post-entry payoff v E (m E , c, k) equals the expected discounted profits for a firm that has profitability type k and faces market structure m E and demand c just after all entry decisions have been realized, and just before the profit shock W M is revealed. For a potential entrant, this payoff function gives the expected discounted profits from entry, and therefore it determines optimal entry choices. The realized shocks on entry costs w Ef do not enter this value, because they are sunk upon entry and do not help in predicting future shocks (Assumption 2). The post-survival payoff v S (m S , c, W M , k) equals the expected discounted profits of a type-k firm when it is facing market structure m S , demand c, and next-period profitability shock W M just after all survival decisions have been realized. This value equals the payoff to a surviving firm following continuation decisions, so it is central to the analysis of exit.
The payoff functions v E and v S satisfy
Equations (1) and (2) state the relationship between the two payoff functions: A firm's post-entry payoff equals its expected post-survival payoff weighted by the survival probability, with the expectation taken over the post-survival market structure M S and profit shock W M . Its post-survival payoff equals the expected flow profit plus post-entry payoff in the next period, with the expectation taken over the post-entry market structure M E and demand C.
For (a E f , a S ) to form a symmetric Markov-perfect equilibrium, it is necessary and sufficient that no firm can gain from a one-shot deviation from (a E f , a S ) (e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991, Theorem 4.2) :
Conditions in (3) and (4) state that (a E f , a S ) maximize the post-entry and post-survival payoffs,
respectively, given that all other firms use (a E f , a S ). The conditional expectations over market structures M S and M E in (1), (2), (3), and (4) are computed given that other firms follow (a E f , a S ) and the firm of interest enters or remains active. Together, conditions (1)- (4) 
Equilibrium Computation
The major hurdle in computing a Markov-perfect equilibrium is the interdependence between one firm's equilibrium payoff and other firms' strategies, which is reflected in (1)- (4) as the conditional expectations' dependence on competitors' strategies. For the ACTY models, the way to circumvent this problem and make the equilibrium computation simple and quick is to explore a symmetric Markov-perfect equilibria's payoff structure: When firms base their continuation choices on a mixed strategy, their expected equilibrium payoffs from the continuation phase equal the payoff from exit, which is zero. This allows calculation of firms' expected continuation payoffs at some nodes of the game tree without knowing competitors' strategies; these nodes serve as the starting points of their equilibrium computation algorithm. The algorithm then traverses through partitions of the state space and computes an equilibrium in steps.
Before formally presenting the algorithm adapted for this model, I illustrate the intuition behind it by going through an example, which concerns a market that can simultaneously accommodate at most two active firms (ň = 2). I further restrict the number of potential entrants per periodn to 1. This is the simplest case of the model that retains strategic interactions between firms. This illustration makes two important points. First, in each step, the entry and survival rules computed in previous steps are sufficient to compute the conditional expectations in (1)- (4) that are relevant to the current step. Second, equilibrium payoffs are always computed as a unique fixed point of a contraction mapping in each step.
An Example
Throughout the example, I focus on calculating the post-entry payoff v E (m E , c, k) and show how the rest of the equilibrium calculation follows from it. Substituting (2) (the definition of v S ) into
Recall that v E is the payoff for an incumbent firm at the node in which all entry decisions are realized.
Moving from this point forward, the keys to calculating the two conditional expectations in (5) are (1) firms' survival strategy in the current period that transforms m E to M S , and (2) firms' entry strategy in the next period that transforms M S to M E . Though for any given strategy, the righthand side of Equation (5) defines a contraction mapping, the equilibrium strategy in turn depends on equilibrium payoffs. Existing method such as Pakes and McGuire 1994 would prescribe that one first fix a hypothetical strategy to compute payoffs, then update the strategy using computed payoffs, then update payoffs using the updated strategy, and so on. This iterative procedure is slow and does not guarantee convergence to an equilibrium. Instead, I demonstrate how to calculate the payoffs in steps with sure convergence.
Step 1 belongs to the firm of interest's rival. After the profit shock W M is drawn, the survival phase has three scenarios.
(1) upper branch: The rival exits for sure (a S (2ι H , c, W M , H) = 0). In a symmetric MPE, the firm of interest would also face negative continuation payoff from continuation.
(2) middle branch: The rival uses a mixed strategy (0 < a S (2ι H , c, W M , H) < 1). By definition of mixed strategy in a symmetric MPE, the firm of interest would be indifferent between continuation Moving beyond the survival phase and after C is updated, the jointly survived incumbents earn
Since the market can accommodate at most two firms at the same time, there would be no more entry in the next period's entry phase, leading the market structure to remain at 2ι H immediately after the entry phase in the next period.
Without knowing the value of a S (2ι H , c, W M , H), one can still assert from the above analysis that the firm of interest would only have a positive continuation payoff v E (2ι H , c, H) if both firms continue for sure. In addition, the firm of interest would choose to exit for sure to avoid the negative continuation payoff in any MPE. These assertions lead to a necessary condition for the post-survival payoff:
The expectations in Equation (6) are taken over the exogenous variables C and W M only, and do not depend on any survival or entry rule. This ensures that the equation's right-hand side defines a contraction mapping, with its unique fixed point pinning down v E (2ι H , ·, H). For some functional form of π H and distributions of W M , the expectation over W M in Equation (6) has a closed-form expression. By using the closed-form expression to compute v E (2ι H , ·, H), one can avoid numerical integration over W M . A standard successive approximation algorithm can quickly find this unique fixed point by numerically integrating over a single-dimensioned C.
Step 2: A Type-L Duopolist Facing a Type-H Rival. Next, consider a type-L firm that faces a type-H competitor. Because a type-H firm earns higher flow profit than a type-L firm in each period, I only focus on equilibria that are natural in their survival rules: A type-H firm never exits when a type-L competitor survives. In such a refined equilibrium, the type-L firm's survival implies the survival of the type-H rival.
Figure 3 depicts the possible market-structure transition involved in the conditional expectations
Given that the type-L firm continues to the next period, the type-H firm will also survive in a natural equilibrium. Hence, the type-H firm's survival rule
is taken as known. After joint continuation, no more entry would occur in the next period's entry phase. Therefore, a necessary condition for the type-L firm's post-entry payoff in a natural equilibrium is
As in Equation (6), the expectations in Equation (7) are taken over the exogenous variables C and W M only, and do not depend on any unknown survival or entry rule. A contraction mapping defined
Step 2) by the equation's right-hand side has a unique fixed point that determines v E (ι H +L, ·, L). Equation (7) also guides how to obtain
. This firm's survival rule follows as
where 1{·} equals 1 if · is true and 0 otherwise.
At this point, one also has sufficient information to compute the entry rule for the single potential entrant (with name f = 1) facing a market monopolized by a type-H incumbent. For this entrant, Figure 4 (below) describes its post-decision scenarios.
(1) upper branch: Enters the market, becomes a type-H incumbent with probability ω H,1 , and receives v E (2ι H , c, H). (2) middle branch: Enters the market, becomes a type-L incumbent with probability 1 − ω H,1 , and receives
(3) lower branch: Does not enter and receives 0 as an outside option. Thus, its entry rule is
which only depends on post-entry payoffs that are known.
Step 3: A Type-H Monopolist & a Type-H Duopolist Facing One Type-L Rival. This step differs from the previous two by considering two market structures at the same time. This requires a more complicated figure to describe the possible market-structure transition. Nonetheless, the relevant survival and entry rules are known, and the relevant post-entry payoffs are either known or being considered in the current step. To see this point, first note that necessary conditions for the post-entry payoffs under these two market structures are
which depends on whether the type-L rival exits or not-a known survival rule
Next, consider the post-survival payoff v S in (8) and (9). As shown in Figure 5 , if the type-H firm continues to the next period with a type-L rival, no further entry would occur in the same period. Therefore, the type-H firm's post-survival payoff satisfies
If the type-H firm continues to the next period alone, entry could occur and the entering firm could become either a type-L or a type-H firm. These scenarios imply that the type-H firm's post-survival payoff satisfies
where the second, third, and fourth lines correspond to the entrant's not entering, entering and becoming a type-L firm, and entering and becoming a type-H firm, respectively. In both (10) and (11), the relevant entry rule and post-entry payoffs either have been calculated in step 1 (v E (2ι H , c, H)) and step 2 (a E 1 (ι H , c, w E1 )) or are being considered in the current step ( (8)- (11) together define a contraction mapping with its unique fixed point simultaneously determining the post-entry payoffs for the type-H monopolist and the type-H duopolist facing a type-L rival. Associated post-survival payoffs and the survival rule for a type-H monopolist straightforwardly follow.
Step 4: Duopoly Market with Two Type-L Firms. The analysis that leads to the calculation
, one can also apply the entry rule to the single potential entrant facing a market monoplized by a type-L incumbent. Again, the reasoning is identical to that in step 2. This entry rule is
which only depends on post-entry payoffs that are known by now.
Step 5: The Rest. The post-entry payoff yet to be calculated is v E (ι L , ·, L). The following figure depicts the post-survival market evolution for this type-L monopolist. This is analogous to the lower Finally, all that remains undetermined is the survival rule for duopoly firms of identical type.
Reconsider the analysis in step 1 and step 4: In a symmetric equilibrium, both firms continue for sure when the duopoly post-survival payoff is positive, and both exit for sure when the monopoly postsurvival payoff is negative. When the duopoly post-survival payoff is negative, but the monopoly payoff is positive, the game of attrition has no pure-strategy symmetric equilibrium. Instead, it admits a unique mixed-strategy equilibrium, in which each firm chooses a survival probability to render its rival indifferent between exiting and surviving. For a type-k duopolist, k ∈ {L, H}, this survival probability is
.
With this part of the survival rule determined, the equilibrium construction is concluded. This construction calculates a natural Markov-perfect equilibrium whose values are always uniquely determined by the fixed points of contraction mappings. In the next section, I generalize the result to arbitrarily finiteň andn.
Equilibrium Existence, Uniqueness, and Computation
The five-step example already uses equilibrium refinements. First, in steps 1 and 4, two incumbents of the same type continue for sure if joint incumbency yields positive expected value. This rules out an odd equilibrium in which joint continuation is profitable, but both firms fail to "renegotiate"
and exit from the market altogether. 3 Second, in steps 2 and 3, a type-L firm expects that any type-H competitor will never exit when the type-L firm survives. This is natural, because a type-L firm never earns a higher per-period expected profit than a type-H firm. Cabral (1993) considers a similar refinement in selecting equilibria in dynamic games.
Following Abbring, Campbell and Yang (2015) , I apply the above two refinements and always restrict empirical analysis on renegotiation-proof natural Markov-perfect equilibria, or RNMPE. The formal definitions of these refinements are as follows.
Definition 1. A renegotiation-proof natural Markov-perfect equilibrium is a symmetric Markovperfect equilibrium in a strategy (a E f , a S ) such that
• (renegotiation-proof ) for all c, w M and all m, a S (m, c, w
• (natural) for all c, w M and all m that include at least one type-H and one type-L firm,
Straightforward extensions of Abbring, Campbell and Yang's (2015) theoretical results show that an RNMPE always exists and can be quickly computed using a sequence of contraction mappings. Whenň = 2, the five-step example illustrates the computation algorithm. When the upper bound for the number of simultaneously active firms isň, For any (h, l) such that l = 0 (west branch), the procedure simultaneously computes the payoff for a type-H firm in a market with h − 1 type-H and 0, 1, . . . ,ň − h type-L rivals. Steps 1 and 3 in the duopoly example are in this branch. The payoff is computed as the fixed point of a functional operator T H .
Equation (6), in calculating the duopoly case, is an example of applying T H as defined in (12).
Evaluating the operator T H may require the survival rules for the type-L competitors (encompassed by E M S ), the entry rules for potential entrants (encompassed by E M E ), and the corresponding postentry payoffs. Equations (8)- (11) in the duopoly calculation are another example of applying T H ,
Procedure 1: Calculation of a Candidate Equilibrium which use both the survival and entry rules. The ordering of the procedure guarantees that the necessary values have been computed before this step. Therefore, T H is a contraction mapping with a unique fixed point. After using T H once, the procedure reduces h by 1 and resets l =ň − h and goes to the east branch.
For any (h, l) such that l > 0 (east branch), the post-entry payoff of type-L firms facing h
where f S is defined analogously as in (12). Equation (7) in the duopoly calculation is an example of applying T L as defined by (13). In an RNMPE, a type-L firm's value only depends on future states in which all currently active firms survive. To evaluate f S , the procedure must consider all possible post-entry market structures M E . Because (1) any entry leads to a market structure with a higher h or a higher l, and (2) the procedure proceeds in descending order of (h, l), the payoff-relevant entry rules and the post-entry payoffs have been computed prior to this step. Therefore, T L is a contraction mapping with a unique fixed point.
The procedure's east branch repeatedly uses T L to compute values until l reduces to 1, at which point the procedure also computes the probabilities of survival for 1, 2, . . . ,ň − h type-L firms facing h type-L firms. After that, l reaches 0 and the computation again enters the west branch of the procedure. The procedure ends in the east branch when h reaches 0 and l reaches 1. Steps 2, 4, and 5 in the duopoly example belong to this branch.
When the algorithm finishes, the fixed points from both T L and T H pin down the equilibrium postentry payoff function v E . The payoffs in any RNMPE necessarily satisfy the fixed-point conditions specified by operators T H and T L . Since Algorithm 1 always computes the necessary survival and entry rules before they are used in T H and T L , these two operators are both contraction mappings with unique fixed points. The only case in which Algorithm 1's output could be multiple is when the equilibrium survival rule on (m, c, w M , k) involves mixed actions. The mixing probability p is determined by the following polynomial equation:
where
The degree of the polynomial equals the number of mixing firms minus one. When the number of mixing firms exceeds two, multiple roots of the polynomial may exist between [0, 1), resulting in multiple survival rules. Given each distinct set of survival rules, the contraction mappings T H and T L produce a unique equilibrium post-entry payoff function. Thus, the uniqueness of RNMPE rests entirely on the uniqueness of the mixing probability.
If both C and W M are discrete variables (or discretized for computational purposes), the state space for any firm facing a continuation decision has a finite number of points. This implies that one can only create a finite number of distinct sets of survival rules, and therefore a finite number of RNMPE. By recording all the admissible mixing probabilities and repeating the algorithm for every possible set of these probabilities, I can compute the payoffs and strategies for all such RNMPE.
Nevertheless, equilibrium uniqueness is still an empirically desirable feature. It is also essential to ensure the reliability of policy experiments. The following proposition and its corollary further address the uniqueness issue. Three important remarks supplement this corollary. First, because Algorithm 1 determines all the post-entry payoffs relevant to any particular mixing probability before computing the probability, payoff monotonicity is more easily testable than directly examining the number of admissible roots of the polynomial. Second, monotonicity should be checked in the same order as the equilibrium computation. If monotonicity is only violated in later steps, multiple equilibria, if any, still agree on the payoffs and entry and survival rules computed in the earlier steps in which monotonicity remains good. Third, payoff monotonicity is only sufficient, but not necessary, for uniqueness. Even if monotonicity fails, one should solve for the roots of (14) numerically. If (14) always admits only one root between [0, 1), Proposition 1 applies and the RNMPE is still unique.
Proposition 1 (Equilibrium Uniqueness
)
Estimation Playbook
In this section, I use an illustrative example to describe the model's empirical implementation in detail. In this example, the model is estimated to characterize the market dynamics for the Dutch retail grocery industry. I begin with a brief description of the data, followed by the likelihood construction. Presentation of the empirical results and a counterfactual analysis that showcases the model's computational ease conclude the demonstration. I close by comparing this model and its estimation procedure with their two-step-method counterparts.
Data
The minimum data required for model estimation should have a longitudinal structure recording firms' presence in a cross-section of markets in at least two instances. "Presence" means that beyond firm count, one will need to observe which firms are active in the market. Knowing firms' identities is necessary to model firm heterogeneity. Business registries, tax records, and even Yellow Pages can be used to build such a dataset, and the one I use in the following example comes from the first percentage change has an annual median of 0.7% and a median of 3.5% over the entire sample period.
The online appendix provides more details on descriptive demographic statistics.
Players and Heterogeneity. In these markets, 2,588 grocery stores have been active for at least some period between 2002 and 2010; these are what the model refers to as the "firms." For these stores, a natural identifier for heterogeneity is the store format: chain stores versus mom-and-pop local stores. Among all stores, 1,559 are chain store outlets and 1,029 are local stores. 4 The literature has well documented the systematic differences in operation, strategy, and profitability between these two types of stores. However, if one assumes that all chain stores have profitability types superior to local stores, a natural equilibrium would require that no chain store ever exits leaving behind a local-store rival. This theoretical prediction may contradict the data and result in zero likelihood contribution. To resolve this issue, one can introduce a "measurement error" when using store format to dictate profitability type. This approach assumes that the dataset does not always precisely classify a store's format, though stores always know their own and competitors' profitability types. Alternatively, and in a more "structural" manner, one can assume that stores face profitability uncertainty, and hence a store's format only stochastically determines its profitability type. In this application, I use the second approach and assume that upon entry, a chain store has a probability ω H to become a type-H firm and the complementary probability to become a type-L firm.
Parametrization
To operationalize the estimation, I set the upper bound on the number of simultaneously active storeš n to 11, the maximum number on any local market observed in the sample; feasible alternativeš n = 12 andň = 13 change the estimation results negligibly. I restrict the number of potential entrants per period,n, to two. In the Dutch markets considered in the estimation, entry by more than two stores in the same year is very rare (less than 20 cases in the 877 markets over nine years).
Hence, the model practically has an (almost) free-entry feature. Between the two potential entrants, a chain store moves first and a local store follows. After its entry, the chain store becomes a type-H firm with probability ω H and a type-L one with the complementary probability. The type realizes before the entry decision of the local store, which has profitability type L for sure. For lack of historical observations, I assume that the existing chain stores at the beginning of the sample period have an identical probability ω 0 to be a type-H store. I estimate ω 0 simultaneously with other parameters. The assumption that the chain store decides on entry first is motivated by a longer preparation time for a chain establishment than a local one. Therefore, the local store entrant can condition its entry decision on the chain's action. This assumption is empirically consequential only if the chain store's entry is otherwise unexpected and it significantly deters the immediate entry of the local store in the same period. As discussed in Section 2, one can alter the order of entry and type realization with only straightforward modifications on equilibrium analysis and estimation. I parametrize the entry cost as ϕ E1 exp(W E1 ) for chain store entrants and ϕ E2 exp(W E2 ) for local store entrants. The entry cost shocks for chains W E1 and for local stores W E2 are normally distributed with mean 0 and variances σ 2 E1 and σ 2 E2 , respectively.
Market demand C, the number of consumers in a postcode area, is between 4,000 and 12,000 in 2009. I discretize C on a 201-point equidistant grid with bounds [3, 500, 12, 500] . Each sampled value is located on its nearest grid point. The conditional distribution g C (C |C) is assumed to be a mixture over 51 reflected random walks in C with uniformly distributed innovations. This mixture approximates a normally distributed innovation. The mean of the innovation is set to 0 and the standard deviation equals 161.38, which is the sample standard deviation of annual population.
Withň = 11, a total of 77 possible market structures can arise in market dynamics. Because not every possible market structure is well represented in the sample, nonparametric estimation of the profit function π k (n, c, w M ) is impossible. Therefore, I adopt a parametric approach to specify the profit function. To this end, I use a conventional additive separable form ) is the revenue and −ϕ M exp(w M ) with ϕ M ≥ 0 gives a nonpositive market-level profit shock, which can be seen as costs. To construct the revenue portion, I use a simple multinomial logit model to characterize consumers' store choices: They choose a store from all the active ones in the same postcode area plus an outside option (for instance, stores outside the postcode area). They receive utility θ k + e if shopping in a type-k store (k ∈ {L, H}), in which e follows a multivariate extreme value distribution and is independent across stores and time. The mean utility from the outside option is normalized to 0. 5 This demand model gives stores' market shares and motivates a specification for stores' profitsπ k (n, c) as
In this expression, the parameter θ k measures the profitability of a type-k store. A type-H store earns a profit exp(θ H )/ exp(θ L ) times that of a type-L store in the same market. Therefore, this ratio captures the profitability advantage of a type-H relative to a type-L rival. Assumption 1 requires that this ratio is larger than 1. However, this restriction is not imposed in the estimation. Because the identification is only up to scale, I use c/500 to rescale the profit such that the structural parameters' estimates are of the same order of magnitude. If store-level performance data were available, they could be readily incorporated to estimate the profit parameters θ k and the profit shock parameters ϕ M , σ M . Note that with the additively separable form of π k (n, c, w M ), the profit shock w M is also additively separable in the post-survival value. Therefore, equation (2) can be written as
I assume that the profit shock W M is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ 2 M . The normality assumption, together with π's additive separable assumption and Assumption 2 that C and W M are conditionally independent, lead to a closed-form solution when integrating out W M .
For instance, equation (6) in Section 3 becomes
where φ and Φ are the p.d.f. and c.d.f. for standard normal distribution, respectively. In this expression, logv S (2ι H , c, H)−log(βϕ M ) is the "ceiling" value of W M to ensure profitable continuation for a type-H incumbent. Finally, the annual discount rate 1 − β is set to 5%.
Before proceeding to the likelihood construction, I briefly discuss the intuitions for identification. Abbring, Campbell, Tilly and Yang (2017) provide a formal discussion of the identification of a similar but simpler model without profitability heterogeneity and unobserved type uncertainty.
To identify the initial type uncertainty parameters ω 0 in this model, consider a market with two incumbents: one chain and one local at the beginning of the data. Conditioning on that one store exits, the observed probability for the exited store to be the chain store equals (1 − ω 0 )/2: The chain must be a type-L retailer and mixing between exit and survival with its local store rival.
Therefore, this observed probability identifies ω 0 . Similarly, consider a market with one chain and one local, in which the chain store entered after the beginning of the data. Conditioning on that one store exits, the observed probability for the exited store to be the chain equals (1 − ω H )/2 and identifies ω H . 6 With ω 0 and ω H identified, the rest of the identification arguments are similar to the discussion by Abbring, Campbell, Tilly and Yang (2017) : Given the parametric assumption of W M , the mixing probabilities give the differences in equilibrium payoffs to stores in various market structures that could be the outcomes of mixing. These differences in equilibrium payoffs, together with the parametric form ofπ k in Equation (15), identify the profit parameters θ H , θ L and the profit shock parameters ϕ M , σ M . 7 Then, the probability for a chain/local store to enter an empty market identifies the entry cost parameters ϕ E1 , ϕ E2 , σ E1 , σ E2 .
Estimation Procedure
I construct the likelihood function by matching the observed market evolution with the equilibriumimplied probabilities, under the conventional assumption that the data are generated by a single equilibrium. Throughout Section 3, the equilibrium strategy and payoff functions depend on stores' profitability types and market structure. The data, on the other hand, only contain information on store formats, which are noisy indicators of the active stores' profitability types. Therefore, to construct a likelihood function using choice and transition probabilities, I need to assess the underlying market structure through the joint distribution of active chain stores' types. However, for expositional ease, assume for the moment that the researcher can observe the profitability types of chain stores.
For the entry phase in market i in year t, suppose that the pre-entry market structure is n E1,it 6 The algorithm developed by Abbring, Campbell and Yang (2015) allows more than two profitability types. In their model, these types can also stochastically improve over time. However, it is unclear how multiple unobserved and varying profitability types can be identified in empirical work. Thus, the econometric extension developed here restricts attention to two profitability types for chain stores.
7 Abbring, Campbell, Tilly and Yang (2017) show that in a model without profitability heterogeneity, the identification of profit functions can be nonparametric. and the demand is c it . The log-likelihood contribution from a chain store's entry/no entry is
where I Ch it = 1 if a chain store enters market i in year t and I Ch it = 0 if otherwise. Similarly, the log-likelihood contribution from a local store's entry/no entry, when the pre-entry market structure is n E2,it , is
where I Lo it = 1 if a local store enters market i in year t and I Lo it = 0 otherwise. Rare as they are, in cases of multiple chain or multiple local entries in the same year and same market, I only consider the likelihood contribution from the first chain entry and the first local entry.
In the exit phase, the log-likelihood contribution is usually formed by multiple firms' survival rules and is more tedious to calculate. I discuss the general procedure here and use a flow chart in the online appendix to present the details. Specifically, five mutually exclusive cases are possible in a natural equilibrium.
1. If all stores survive, it could be because either the realization of w M,it is sufficiently favorable for all of the lower type (type L, or type H when there is no type-L stores) stores to continue for sure, or all of the lower type stores are mixing between survival and exit and all happen to survive.
2. If some but not all lower type stores survive (and all higher type stores, if any, must also survive in a natural equilibrium), it must be the case that the lower type stores are mixing between survival and exit.
3. If none of the lower type stores survives and all higher type stores survive, it could be because
(1) w M,it is sufficiently unfavorable for even one lower type store to continue, but sufficiently favorable for all higher type stores to survive for sure; (2) w M,it is sufficiently unfavorable for even one lower type store to continue, and all of the higher type stores are mixing between survival and exit and all happen to survive; (3) all lower type stores are mixing between survival and exit and all happen to exit, while all higher type stores survive for sure.
4. If none of the lower type stores survives and some, but not all, higher type stores survive, it must be the case that w M,it is sufficiently unfavorable for even one lower type store to continue, and all of the higher type stores are mixing between survival and exit.
5. If no store survives, it could be because either w M,it is sufficiently unfavorable for one of the higher type stores to continue for sure, or all of the higher type stores are mixing between survival and exit and all happen to exit.
Algorithm 1 always computes the necessary survival rules for assembling the probabilities of the above market structure transition. Denote the probability for pre-survival market structure n S,it to become n it when demand is c it with P S (n it |n S,it , c it ). The log-likelihood contribution in the survival phase is simple log P S (n it |n S,it , c it ).
A computational difficulty to get P S (n it |n S,it , c it ) from survival rules is the integration over unobserved W M . As an example, consider P S (n ι L |nι L , c), the probability for a market with n type-L firms to become 0 < n < n in the survival phase. Since some but not all stores survive, the market transition falls to case (ii), and hence the probability equals
where w M (nι L , c) and w M (ι L , c) give the lower and upper bounds on w M , respectively, for the mixing to occur: When the realized w M is lower (more favorable for incumbents) than w M (nι L , c), all n firms survive; when the realized w M is higher (less favorable for incumbents) than w M (ι L , c),
all n firms exit. Note that the survival rule a S (nι L , c, w M , L), as a root of polynomial equation (14), is a nonlinear function of w M . A brute-force implementation of such integration is to first discretize or draw W M , then solve (14) and compute a S under each grid point or realization of W M .
This approach is not only computationally expensive, owing to the necessity of finding high-order polynomials' roots, but also inaccurate, because the infinite support of W M challenges the precision of the approximation. As a solution, I use change-of-variables and substitute for w M the value
To proceed, I further discretize a, a variable for probability, on a fine grid of S points over the interval 
This equation is a simple rearrangement of (14) and makes use of the fact that ϕ M exp(w M ) in all of the polynomial coefficients, except the scaler, cancels out. Note that computing
only requires summation and multiplication-operations that computers can execute at much higher speed and with more precision than solving polynomials. Once all The above construction assumes that the researcher always observes the profitability types directly from data. Next, I use an example with two chain stores to illustrate how to deal with unobserved profitability types in the likelihood construction. Because all active stores' profitability types are public information for the players of the game, stores' equilibrium decisions are informative on the underlying market structure. Therefore, I infer the joint distribution for all active stores' types from their observed equilibrium actions using Bayes' rule. Consider market i with two active chain stores, A and B. Their joint type distribution has four points in the support. Denote the initial post-entry probabilities in period t for these four points by p
E,HH it
, p
E,HL it
E,LH it
, and p
E,LL it
, respectively (the types in the superscript are alphabetically ordered by the stores' names). These probabilities are either formed using the initial type probability ω 0 for t = 1 or inherited from the previous period's calculation for t > 1. Now suppose that, for instance, both stores are observed to continue in period 1 under demand c it . This observation is informative as to the underlying market structure. According to Bayes' rule, the probability that chain store A is type-k 1 and B is type-k 2 , conditional on joint continuation, is updated tõ
in which P S (ι s + ι q |ι s + ι q , c it ) is the equilibrium-implied probability for market structure ι s + ι q to remain unchanged under demand c it . The numerator is the probability that A has type-k 1 , B has type-k 2 , and both survive under c it . The denominator is the sum of probabilities that both A and B survive, taking all possible type combinations between them and under c it .
With the updated probabilities, the observed joint continuations from A and B contribute to the log-likelihood by
which is the sum of the appropriate transition probabilities weighted by the probabilities of underlying market structures.
This completes the update for chain stores' unobserved types and the likelihood construction.
Given the model's timing assumptions, the distribution of chain-store types is updated three times in each period: once after a chain store entrant's entry decision, once after a local store entrant's entry decision, and once after incumbent stores' continuation decisions. Likelihood contributions are also computed iteratively over time.
To search for the optimal value of the structural parameters, I use NFXP, which iterates between an outer loop and an inner loop. It starts with initial guesses of parameter values. In the inner loop, it uses Procedure 1 to compute RNMPE by finding the fixed points of a sequence of contraction mappings and returns the entry rules and market transition probabilities. Then it uses the likelihood construction procedure described in the appendix to evaluate the partial likelihood for the structural parameters. In the outer loop, it searches for new parameter values to increase the likelihood value.
When these values are updated, they are passed to the inner loop to solve the model again and regenerate the likelihood value. The algorithm stops when it cannot further improve the likelihood.
Results
The NFXP estimation is coded in MATLAB using the optimization library KNITRO. With 201 possible demand states, 77 possible market structures, and two profitability types, there are more than 30,000 points in the state space for v E . Yet each likelihood evaluation typically takes less than 10 seconds with an off-the-shelf computer, and the entire estimation takes about 2-4 hours.
Estimates and inferences are reported in Table 1 . I resample from all the markets with replacement 100 times to generate bootstrap standard errors (Std. Err.) and confidence intervals (C.I.).
Bootstrap inference suggests that all estimates are statistically significant. In 2002, the beginning of the period examined, around 68% of the active chain stores are type-H retailers. This is an outcome after market selection: 59% of the chain stores establish themselves as type-H retailers in the market after entry. Estimates of θ H and θ L confirm the advantageous position of type-H retailers relative to type-L competitors. In the same market, a type-H store enjoys a per-period revenue (π) 6.6 times that of a type-L. Also note that since θ L < 0, consumers enjoy a higher mean utility from the outside option than from a type-L store. This is likely because many Dutch consumers prefer to shop in a chain store near their workplace or in neighboring markets instead of buying groceries in a nearby local store. If one has access to some revenue data, estimates of θ H and θ L can help to anchor normalized equilibrium values to euros.
In an average year and unconditionally on whether entry actually occurs, the estimated average sunk costs turn out to be large. Even for a potential monopolist chain-store entrant facing the largest market of 12,500 consumers, the average sunk cost is almost equal to the expected post-entry value.
For a local-store potential monopolist, the ratio is 1.4. A possible explanation for the barrier is the zoning regulation, which often greatly limits the availability of business space in residential areas.
When such space is unavailable in a certain year, entry is virtually impossible.
Comparative Statics Equilibrium payoff functions give the present value of stores' expected discounted profits. With the estimates in hand, I can evaluate a chain store entry's impact on these values. When a chain store is certain to enter, but has yet to realize its profitability type, Because entry only results in a decline of 11%-44% in flow profits for incumbents, a significant share of the damage to value is attributed to the reduced chance of survival: Calculation shows that a type-L retailer's survival probability can drop by 80%, to as much as eightfold, following a chain's entry. On the other hand, for lower values of ϕ E1 , chain stores enter more often and drive out many of the type-L stores. In 2020, the lower ϕ E1 is, the fewer type-L stores will still be active, and the competition will be more predominant among type-H stores. Further calculation shows that when ϕ E1 is cut to 10%, the number of chain-store entrants in the 10 years will be 7 times higher than in the baseline case, and the number of chain store incumbents in 2020 will be twice as many as the baseline value. With competition intensified, market selection on chain stores is more pronounced:
The fraction of type-L chain stores in 2020 is only 2.3%, and very few local stores will survive in 2020. This explains the low average post-survival values for chain stores in 2020. The findings in this policy experiment suggest that the status quo promises close to the highest values for chain stores in a decade. This is because historical chain stores' entries primarily target markets by local stores, which limits the intensity of competition among chain stores. Therefore, investors in retail grocery should expect an improved return on chain stores in the next decade.
Further restricting or relaxing chain stores' entries has an asymmetric effect: The former will benefit the incumbent local stores, while the latter will speed their destruction; in both cases, as long as the change in ϕ E1 is more than moderate, chain stores' profits will suffer.
Method Comparison
Before concluding, I wish to compare this model and its estimation procedure with their two-stepmethod counterparts. This comparison focuses on three aspects: model specifications, computational burden, and the handling of multiple equilibria.
Model Specifications. The model developed here (henceforth "this model") is evidently less general than could be estimated using the two-step estimation methods (henceforth "two-step models").
In particular, firms' action space considered in this model only includes entry and exit, while twostep models typically accommodate continuous actions, such as technological investment, capacity building, and/or dynamic pricing. Inclusion of these actions in this model will almost certainly result in two complications. First, continuous actions are an additional source of equilibrium multiplicity. This is because firms' best response functions in these actions usually have multiple crossings. Second, the algorithm proposed in Section 3 and other ACTY algorithms traverse through partitions of the state space in a particular order and use the strategy and payoffs calculated in previous steps as input for future steps. Some continuous actions may render such an ordering impossible. For instance, consider the duopoly example discussed in Section 3.1. If a type-L incumbent can invest to become a type-H firm, and its type-H rival may degenerate to type L, then one would need to know v E (ι H + ι L , c, H) when calculating v E (ι H + ι L , c, L) in Step 2. Because v E (ι H + ι L , c, H) has not been calculated prior to Step 2, the algorithm's contraction mapping property breaks down.
Nonetheless, a few feasible extensions of this model enhance its generalizablity. First, as discussed in Section 2, the timing of information arrival and firm actions in the entry phase can be altered to suit empirical needs. Second, Abbring, Campbell and Yang (2015) show that one can maintain most of the results in equilibrium existence, uniqueness, and computation while allowing for "learning-by-aging": Stores' profitability stochastically and exogenously improves as long as they survive market competition. However, estimating such a model with an unobserved and serially correlated state variable-the profitability type-considerably complicates identification and empirical implementation. Future work is required. Third, this model assumes that potential entrants cannot delay their entry opportunities. Relaxing this assumption to model adoption of the chain format upon entry over a retailer's lifespan can quantify the "option value" of delaying entry. This will contribute to research on dynamic technology adoption (e.g., Ferrari, Verboven and Degryse 2010 and Ching 2013) by incorporating competition among adopters.
Computational Burden. The two-step methods gain computational speed by side-stepping equilibrium computation. Typically, a two-step estimation procedure spends most of its computation time on forward-simulating firms' actions in order to compute payoffs. In contrast, the most computationally expensive part of this model's estimation procedure is using value-function iteration to compute equilibrium payoffs as fixed points. Both methods' computational burden increases significantly when state space becomes larger and discount factor approaches 1.
A major computational advantage that this model has over most of the two-step models is in allowing quick equilibrium calculation in counterfactual analysis. Since this model's computational algorithm comprises a sequence of contraction mappings, it is guaranteed to converge to an RN-MPE. As illustrated in the Dutch retail grocery example, this feature is particularly helpful when researchers need to examine a wide range of counterfactual parameters.
Handling Equilibrium Multiplicity. This model's RNMPE may still be multiple. Therefore, to handle possible equilibrium multiplicity in empirical work, its estimation procedure shares the same assumption with the two-step methods: The observed data are generated by a single equilibrium.
This model differs from most of the two-step models in having a more "controllable" equilibrium multiplicity: For any set of parameter values, the number of this model's RNMPE is known and all RNMPE can be computed, which much improves on counterfactual analysis' reliability.
When equilibrium multiplicity occurs, ideally, the RNMPE that generates the highest likelihood value should be picked. However, the iterative nature of the NFXP algorithm does not allow a straightforward selection of the equilibria in its intermediate steps: Under any set of trial parameter values, the RNMPE that maximizes the likelihood value is not necessarily the equilibrium under true parameter values. In the empirical exercise, I set the program to select the largest mixing probability when multiplicity occurs. Such a choice seems empirically plausible, because a store survives much more often than exiting. It turns out that in this case, no multiplicity is found on the path of parameter search and the selection rule is never used. A more systematic way of empirically treating the controllable equilibrium multiplicity warrants future research.
Conclusion
In this paper, I develop an econometric extension to ACTY models and provide a guide for its estimation. Two attractive features make this model a useful addition to the toolkit for market structure research. First, clear-cut results on equilibrium existence, uniqueness, and computation ensure the reliability of estimates and counterfactual analysis. In particular, any Markov-perfect equilibrium that survives some intuitive refinements can be quickly computed from low-dimensional contraction mappings. After computation, it is easy to check the uniqueness of the refined equilibrium. The contraction property ensures convergence of the estimation procedure. Second, the light computational burden allows for counterfactual analysis of many policy alternatives at a low cost. I demonstrate these features in an empirical application to the Dutch retail grocery industry.
The model empowers business analysts to gain useful insights with minimal data; market-level panel data on local demand and store presence are sufficient for estimation. Such data are typically easy to procure from business registration records, industry surveys, or even the Yellow Pages.
Though the minimal data requirement may be helpful in data-scarce applications, such as many business consultant and litigation cases, the model has the potential to accommodate richer data for better inference. For instance, if store-level sales data are available, they can easily be incorporated for a first-stage estimation of the per-period profit function. This should improve the efficiency of the estimation and relax parametric assumptions, such as the one posited in (15), which would allow researchers to capture richer competition patterns, such as store complementarity (Vitorino 2012) .
